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rockwell automation have the right products for the right application. that’s what makes us unique. we make sure you get the right product that meets your production needs. with our software for you can: get assistance on your installation and configuration, and receive support for your products. you can also access product updates online, and access certified
product training videos on our website. you can use the rockwell activation tool to activate flexera software. the rockwell activation tool is the only activation tool that is included in the flexera software. the rockwell activation tool supports microsoft office 2010, office 2013, office 2016, and office 2019. the rockwell activation tool works with windows 7, windows 8,
windows 8.1, windows 10, windows server 2008, windows server 2008 r2, windows server 2012, windows server 2012 r2, windows server 2016, windows server 2019, and windows 10 mobile. you also need to have a product key to use the rockwell activation tool. if you need to generate an installation key, use the rockwell install key generator. although rockwell

automation is a long-time competitor in the automation industry, there are many features and capabilities that differentiate our software and systems. rockwell automation is a global leader in automation. the company has products that are built on specific solutions and applications that help to improve safety, productivity, productivity and quality in your factory.
the rockwell automation team has been working hard to make life easier for the factory of tomorrow. by implementing converged technology, the automation industry can take advantage of highly-scalable, smart industrial networks that minimize costly downtime, increase productivity and create a new level of efficiency, safety, productivity and quality in your

factory.
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our kinetix servo drives are designed for a broad range of applications in machine automation. our servo drives are
suited for new and retrofit automation applications, with a choice of modules and linear or rotary motion. kinetix servo
drives offer the right size and feature set to handle a broad range of applications, from single axis component drives to

multi-axis modular drives. the kinetix range of motor drives allows you to automate your specific application. from
motor driving and direction sensing, to logic and communication, to a wide range of custom-based features, we have a
kinetix to meet your application. plcs are an integral component of any automation system. rockwell provides a full line

of plcs that can be integrated with other automation components. we offer rockwell plcs that are ideal for new and
retrofit applications. some of these applications include plc-based motion control, ladder logic, serial communication,

and fieldbus communication. rockwell automation is a global company and we provide a full line of products. we provide
traditional products like the rio pacs, the plc, the rtu, the vfd, the mes and the kinetix. we also provide a full

complement of plc products, including the rio pacs and the pacs evil. we also provide custom solutions. these include
the plc, the vfd, the mes and the pxa. rockwell offers a broad range of power drives for different applications. our ac

drives offer a wide variety of power ratings. our ac drives offer medium voltage capabilities from 400vac up to 1000vac.
most of our ac drives have an internal starter circuit for a failsafe startup. 5ec8ef588b
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